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INVESTMENT INSIGHTS

And the 2011 stock picker is…

The results of Moneyweb’s annual stock pick competition.

JOHANNESBURG - Blue Financial Services (JSE:BFS) has triumphed in Moneyweb’s stock pick competition. The

troubled microlender doubled in price from 25c to 50c. Blue is the choice of Moneyweb reader Ben Mathekga, who

receives the bragging rights that are awarded to winners of our informal competition.

Blue Financial Services, which operates in 12 African countries, has had a colourful history since it listed on the JSE’s AltX

in 2006. Shares were offered to investors at R2.30 apiece, and the price rose to nearly R7 a share in late 2008.

But things came unstuck for Blue. Its price fell drastically. Absa (JSE:ASA) was forced to take ownership of one fifth of the

company after speculators defaulted on a massive share price gamble.

In 2010 Blue Financial announced a billion rand loss, and the introduction of a white knight in the form of the Mayibuye

Group. The Mayibuye group became Blue’s majority shareholder, subscribing for shares at 13c each. On paper, Mayibuye

has more than tripled its money. Under the stewardship of new CEO Johan Meiring Blue produced a modest profit for

2011.

Second place in our competition went to Trustco, the Namibian financial services company. Trustco is the choice of reader

Mboneni Mutepe, who deserves credit for spotting what appears to have been a bargain stock. At the beginning of 2011

Trustco was trading at 63c a share, which placed it on a very attractive price-to-earnings multiple of only four times!

Third place overall went to Hendre le Roux, a portfolio manager at BJM Private Client Services. Le Roux, who was first

among the professional entrants to our competition, chose EOH Holdings (JSE:EOH), which delivered a return of 67% last

year.

If you would like to enter the 2012 stock pick competition, send your choice to julius@moneyweb.co.za. Entries are limited

to one JSE-listed company per person and must be received by January 15.

The full results for 2011 can be found in the table below (Page 2).
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